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This paper focuses on air and fuel flow path optimizations for a specific 20 cells modular stack 

operated in both co- and counter-flow arrangement patterns. Stack uniformity index is used to 

characterize air (or fuel) flow distribution quality among the piled 20 cell units. Standard deviation 

factor for the mass flow rates obtained by rib channels is adopted to present the flow distribution 

quality over each cell surface. Then, the effect of the geometric parameters, such as air and fuel 

manifold configurations, manifold radii, feed and exhaust header widths, on the flow distribution 

qualities within the specific stack design are studied to achieve the optimized choice for both co- and 

counter-flow arrangement patterns. Predicted result shows that the best counter-flow arrangement 

pattern for the 20 cells stack is that 2in3out manifold configurations for both air and fuel flow paths. 

The best co-flow arrangement pattern for the 20 cells stack is that 2in3out manifold configuration for 

air flow path and 3in2out manifold configuration for fuel flow path. Proper fuel/air flow manifold radii 

and feed/exhaust header widths for different flow distribution qualities within the specific 20-cell stack 

are also provided. 
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